SISAT Grants

Dr TIM COLTMAN


Coltman T. (2005) *A Choice Theoretic Examination of IT Investment at BlueScope Steel*, UoW Research Grant, A$8,500


Devinney T, Louviere J. and Coltman T. (2003) - *Predicting Customer Response To Westpac’s Next Iteration of Webtop Services*, CRC Smart Internet Project, $44,500


Coltman T. (2002) - Start Up Grant, University of Wollongong, $11,000

Devinney T and Coltman T. (2001) *Strategic Impact of e-Intelligence*, SAS Institute Award, $72,000 (cash)

Coltman T. (2001) *New Researcher Grant*, University of Wollongong, $2,000

Assoc Prof PETER HYLAND

2004, ARC Linkage Grant APAI - $72,000
“Development and validation of conceptual models and transferable architectures to support self-sustainable community portals.”

2004, University New Partnerships Grant:
“Usability of Aged Care support systems” with Ping Yu

2003, University New Partnerships Grant: $24,700
“Defining the social, legislative and technical parameters of Regional Community Portals” with Lejla Vrazalic

2002, University Start Up Grant: $8600
“Using a knowledge portal to provide intelligent scheduling and tracking.” with Rodney Clarke

2001, Faculty of Commerce Research Grant: $2100
“Supporting The Retrieval And Analysis Of External Statistical Data By Casual & Novice Users”
1996, Faculty of Commerce Research Grant:  
“The use of Statistics in Library Management.”

Dr Aditya Kumar Ghose Dr R Clarke Mr P Hyland  2002 Total $67,635 APA(I) Awards:  
Industry Partner(s): State Emergency Service. Title: Practical Methodologies For Agent- 
Oriented Conceptual Modelling. (ARC Linkage Grant)

Dr KATINA MICHAEL

Identification (RFID) Test Lab. Research Infrastructure Block Grants- awarded to the value of  
$40,000 funded by the University of Wollongong.

Michael, K., Michael, M.G. & Tootell, H. (2006, June 7). The Emerging Ethics of Location-  
Based Services for Human-centric Tracking and Monitoring. IP Location Programme Initiative.  
Faculty of Informatics grant to the value of $5,000 funded by the University of Wollongong.

development grant (SDRG)- start up awarded to the value of $5,000 funded by the University of  
Wollongong.

development grant (SDRG)- new researcher awarded to the value of $2,434 funded by the  
University of Wollongong.

WILL TIBBEN

Faculty of Informatics Research Development Scheme Grant (FIRDS)- Hosting of STEP2005  
Doctorial Consortium at UoW. $5,000.

HOLLY TOOTELL

Michael, K., Michael, M.G. & Tootell, H. (2006, June 7). The Emerging Ethics of Location-  
Based Services for Human-centric Tracking and Monitoring. IP Location Programme Initiative.  
Faculty of Informatics grant to the value of $5,000 funded by the University of Wollongong.

Dr JUN YAN

ARC Discovery Grant – (2006-2008 $ 233,680) Yun Yang, Ryszard Kowalczyk, Jun Yan  
Agent-based coordination and negotiation technologies for decentralised service  
workflow management

Faculty of Informatics Research Development Scheme Grant – (2006 $ 4,000)  
Jun Yan Integrating peer-to-peer and agent technologies for business process  
management support

2006 IP Location Programme Initiative - Faculty of Informatics Grant – (2006 $ 5,000)
Jun Yan, Jun Shen, Aneesh Krishna  Enhancing accessibility and interoperability of location-based services using Web services standards and ontology

Dr LOIS BURGESS

Prof JA Cooper A/Prof CA Alcock Ms LA Burgess Dr DJ Ryan Prof AJ Hodgson Mr T Shahho  2004 Total $222 261 Industry Partner Pen Computer Systems Pty Ltd Illawarra Area Health Service  Title: A PDA (Personal Digital Assistant) Based Point of Care (POC) e-Health Solution for Ambulatory Care  Category:  2801 Information Systems (ARC Linkage Project)

Dr LEONE DUNN

Chief Investigator(s): Dr L Dunn Dr P Di Pietro  2003  Total $69,100 APA(I) Awards: Industry Partner(s): Welding Technology Institute of Australia Douglas Mawson Tafe Title: Virtual Reality Training Kit for Arc Welders Category: 3301—Education Studies (ARC Linkage Project)

Dr KHIN THAN WIN

Dr W Susilo, Ms Kt Win; Dr F Zhang  2006 $229,608  Project Title: Credential Systems and Their Applications in Securing Electronic Health Records Category: 2805 Data Format (ARC Discovery Grant)

2007 URC Near Miss Grant (with Y. Mu and W Susilo).
“ Fuzzy authentication systems and their applications for protecting personal health records ”

2006 URC Small Grant (with W Susilo)
“Protecting privacy of health information with fuzzy authentication system ”

2005 - 2006 Apple University Development Fund (AUDF) Grant (with D. Safiotti and W Susilo)
“iPathology: Learning Support Tool for Medical Students using the Apple iPod ”